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Several friends and/or business colleagues have 

asked my opinion about GM’s announcement to 

close up to five plants and reduce the workforce, 

both hourly and salaried.  They’ve also asked for 

my reaction to the Trump Administration’s re-

sponse to the announcement. 

 

[For those who are not familiar with my back-

ground, I spent 27 years at GM.  Do I have any 

current inside information?  No.  However, the 

vast majority of that time included interpreting 

how economic data would affect overall demand 

for vehicles for the industry as well as individual 

models, helping manage development and cost 

of new products and then directly managing the 

introduction and marketing of new products – 

mostly Buick Division and the GM EV1 (electric 

vehicle).  Since GM I have continued to focus on 

helping develop and manage cost of new prod-

ucts, which have ranged from electric motorcy-

cles to lower-cost military aircraft.]      

 

As far as the GM announced plant closing, my 

view is GM management should be congratu-

lated for getting ahead of the inevitable produc-

tion cutbacks that are necessary when vehicle 

sales slow.  The auto industry has experienced an 

exceptionally long period of relatively high sales.  

After such a long period of growth, many people 

who wanted to buy a new car have done so.  

Thus, the market seems to face being temporar-

ily oversold, or using a more informal descrip-

tion, “carred out.” 

 

In addition, consumers have been trading cars 

for pick-up trucks and large and smaller SUV’s 

(aka “crossovers”).  Note that all GM plants being 

closed are related to car production.  In recent 

years, the car share of the market has declined 

dramatically.  Why?  In part because pick-up 

trucks and SUV’s have become more fuel effi-

cient as part of the effort to meet higher CAFE 

(Corporate Average Fuel Economy) standards.  

The higher mpg and lower gas prices have com-

bined to increase appeal and sale of larger vehi-

cles and fewer cars.  

 

Was GM the first company to announce a cut-

back of car production?  No.  Earlier this year 

Ford Motor Company announced it would cease 

offering any cars in the US, other than the Mus-

tang.   

 

Another part of the cutback in employment can 

be attributed to automation. The auto industry 

has been an early adopter of technology since its 

early days – e.g., assembly line at Ford.  More re-

cent examples -- in the mid-1980’s (i) GM’s 

Hamtramck, or Poletown plant, was one of, if not 

the first with widespread use of robotics in many 

parts of the assembly process; (ii) GM’s Buick 

Riviera was the first vehicle to use a touchscreen 

as the primary interface for control of such func-

tions as HVAC, radio, etc.  A current example is 

some OEM parts, including fenders, are being 3-

D printed. 

 

When more automation is used in vehicle pro-

duction, fewer workers are needed.  With in-

creased automation and more flexible tooling 

some plants can work three shifts with few em-

ployees, hourly and salary.  A couple of years ago 

I visited a company in Fort Wayne, IN that makes 

exhaust-system pipes, aka tailpipes, for many 

OEM’s.  If you look underneath your car/truck, 

the typical tailpipe has many twists and turns.  

Making twists and turns may not seem high tech, 

but it is.  Yet this plant, which operates three 

shifts uses many high-tech machines and very 

few employees. 

 

Cutbacks on salaried staff can also be attributed 

to automation in the office.  Use of basic artifi-

cial-intelligence programs can eliminate the 



need for some staff positions.  Increased incor-

poration of block-chain technology will eliminate 

additional salaried jobs.  When drafting these 

comments, I thought back to my days as Director 

of Marketing at Buick and then estimated how 

many positions could be eliminated by today’s 

readily available technology – my estimate was 

50.0% of the staff could be eliminated. 

 

General Motors and the auto industry in general 

should be considered a proxy for what lies ahead 

for employees in many other private-sector and 

public-sector organizations.  There is a huge 

technology tsunami nearing the shoreline that 

will dislocate many people from their current 

jobs. 

 

As far as the reaction of the Trump Administra-

tion to the GM announcement – the usual finger-

pointing and blame with no real substance to the 

comments.  One wonders if anyone in the Ad-

ministration can connect two dots, let alone 

three or four.  For example, a theme of the Ad-

ministration has been let’s run everything like a 

business.  Well, GM made a business decision to 

prevent what likely would be a huge drain of 

cash if production were not cut.  No matter what 

the Administration says, US consumers are not 

buying as many cars.  So, why the negative reac-

tion from the Administration about shutting sur-

plus capacity and saving cash?  Another example 

– “GM should quit building cars in China and 

build the vehicles in the US.  Yes, GM builds ve-

hicles in China…and almost all are for the Chi-

nese market.  The flaw in the Administration’s 

logic?  The Trump Administration added tariffs to 

Chinese-sourced products.  Guess what?  When 

GM makes vehicles in the US and then ships to 

China, do you think the Chinese might add a re-

taliatory tariff?  Oops.  Now what?  There are 

several more examples of the Administration not 

connecting dots in GM’s decision but two’s 

enough. 

 

One final thought.  The number of people who 

anticipate problems and then recommend prac-

tical action to prevent the problem is very small.  

Further, since the future situation is not appar-

ent to most, those who anticipate are often crit-

icized as not being part of the team.  In the late 

1980’s/early 1990’s, most “prognosticators” in-

side GM warning most senior management 

about likely problems were pushed out the door.  

And then what happened?  GM ran out of cash 

and declared BK.  By taking action now to close 

plants and cut staff and avoid an unnecessary 

cash drain, it appears to me Mary Barra learned 

a lesson from GM’s earlier bankruptcy.  Congrat-

ulations Mary Barra on a very smart decision.     
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